Schleinitz
The Schleinitz is a summit tour to an impressive mountain peak which is very much recommended and is scenically charming
throughout . Thanks to the Zettersfeld lift facilities it is conveniently accessible to the north of Lienz for a day tour.
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Schleinitz
The most important at a glance
distance

altitude meters uphill
?

altitude meters downhill
?

walking time uphill

9.1 km

750 m

740 m

2:30 h

walking time downhill

total walking time

highest point
?

difficulty
?

1h

3:30 h

2890 m

difficult

Kondition:
Technik:

*****
*****

?????
?????

Öffentliche
Verkehrsmittel:
Mit dem Bus bis zur Bushaltestelle "Gaimberg Zettersfeldbahn" und dann mit der Gondel + mit dem Sessellift hinauf fahren.
Abstell
möglichkeit:
starting point:
destination point:
best season:

Parkplatz Talstation Zettersfeldbahn
Mountain rescue hut Steinermandl Sessellift
Schleinitz
MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP

arrival
Parkplatz
Car park Zettersfeldstraße

hut/alpine hut
Steinermandl Panorama 2.216m closed

altitude profile
Pdf file
Gpx
file
download>
open>

Interactive map
open>

Current
Beschreibung
weather
conditions
Starting point is the car park near the valley station for Zettersfeld cable car. From there take the gondola to the Zettersfeld
1812 m then take the 4-seater chair lift to the Steinermandl 2213 m. Continue on the well signposted ‘AV’ hiking trail, no. 913
north,
south-west of the Goiselemandl via Neualplschneid to the southern banks of Neualplseen. At the information boards on
1°C/34°F
the
°C southern banks proceed along a moraine and get to the area to the west of the Seenplatte. After a few rocky sections
proceed
via rough, boulder terrain crossing here and there, continuing up to the southern edge of the summit ridge, before you
to the forecast
finally reach the cross which has long been in your line of sight. After a few metres altitude you are then at the actual summit at
2905 m.
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